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Elements Works developed the site back in 2015, and provided installation services to 40South Energy. It then took
under its responsibility to carry out O&M for the machine and the site, and to implement the R&D activities that
40South Energy indicated.

The Marina di Pisa H24 Wave energy site
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Installation of the H24-50 machine was done with a barge, 

leased in Livorno harbour.

Divers from Elements Works then connected the machine 

to the grid and to the fibreoptic cable for communications.



Elements Works designed and built a mini-barge, to carry
out operations at the site.
The mini-barge is controlled wirelessly and allows for
precise lifting and positioning of weights of more than
1000Kg.
To simplify operations, the divers can control the barge
from underwater with a tethered remote control. With this
setup very precise operations can be conducted.
The barge is used also for dredging operations (to operate a
suction pump owned by Elements Works), and can be
easily shipped inside a 20 feet container or over a truck.

The H24-50 machines have been designed with easy
operation and maintenance in mind, and the mini-barge is
capable of handling all lifting operations that are needed
for it. This simplifies activities and allows to operate within
narrower weather windows than would be available if large
barges like the one used for installation were needed.

Operations and maintenance
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Elements Works is available for the setup, under turnkey conditions, of new H24-50 sites worldwide.

The expertise acquired in the development of the Marina di Pisa site can be easily used to develop new sites.
For Italian sites, Elements Works has also developed an ad hoc consenting procedure which is very quick.
For sites abroad, Elements Works has already significant experience for sites in the UK and is already exploring
other jurisdictions.

New sites
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For sites where it is necessary to compensate pre-
existing Posidonia Oceanica meadows, Elements 
Works can also offer a patented system for 
reforestation which has been successfully tested off 
Elba Island (as part of a desalination plant project)


